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Abstract
Quantum communicationwith systems of dimension larger than two provides advantages in
information processing tasks. Examples include higher rates of key distribution and randomnumber
generation. Themain disadvantage of using suchmulti-dimensional quantum systems is the increased
complexity of the experimental setup.Here, we analyze a not-so-obvious problem: the relation
between randomness certification and computational requirements of the post-processing of
experimental data. In particular, we consider semi-device independent randomness certification from
an experiment using a four dimensional quantum system to violate the classical bound of a random
access code. Using state-of-the-art techniques, a smaller quantum violation requiresmore computa-
tional power to demonstrate randomness, which at some point becomes impossible with today’s
computers although the randomness is (probably) still there.We show that by dedicatingmore input
settings of the experiment to randomness certification, then bymore computational postprocessing of
the experimental datawhich corresponds to a quantum violation, onemay increase the amount of
certified randomness. Furthermore, we introduce amethod that significantly lowers the computa-
tional complexity of randomness certification.Our results showhowmore randomness can be
generatedwithout altering the hardware and indicate a path for future semi-device independent
protocols to follow.

Introduction

Randomness is an important concept thatmanifests itself inmany fields of science including statistics, biology,
finance, informatics, social sciences and physics. Randomnumbers have vast applications in e.g. statistical
sampling,Monte-Carlo simulations, cryptography and completely randomized designs. However, as John von
Neumann aptly put it: ‘Any onewho considers arithmeticalmethods of producing randomdigits is, of course, in
a state of sin’. Since knowledge of the programgoverning a software renders the output predictable, any such
software is limited to produce pseudorandom numbers. The use of pseudorandomnumbers in tasks which
require genuinely randomnumbers can lead to qualitative compromises in the task performance e.g. security
breaches in cryptographic systems [1, 2].

However, in quantum theory genuine randomness is a fundamental feature of the physical reality of
quantum systems. Therefore, hardware based on quantum systemswere proposed for the generation of random
numbers e.g. path-splitting of photons [3], the phase noise of a laser [4, 5], radio active decay [6], Raman
scattering [7], and the arrival time of photons [8]. Yet, how canwe trust that the generated randomnumbers are
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not subject to someunderlying predictability originating from the construction of the hardware, i.e. how canwe
be sure that the hardware is not just classically simulating the quantum system? To resolve this issue, the notion
of device independence [9]was developed inwhich no assumptions aremade on the inner workings of the
hardware. By exploiting quantum correlations violating Bell’s inequality [10, 11] it was demonstrated that true
randomnumber generation is possible, even if we do not trust the supplier of our hardware [12]. Unfortunately,
device-independent protocols have strong requirements on their devices which leads to very lownumber
generation rates, evenwith state-of-the-art technology. Semi-device independent (SDI) protocols were
proposed [13] as good compromises between security and efficiency. In an SDI protocol, the devices remain
untrusted but an upper bound on quantum channel capacity is assumed. This approach can be used for true
randomnumber generation [14, 15] andwas also experimentally realized [16, 17].

In an SDI protocol, we have no knowledge of the parameters (states andmeasurement operators). Therefore,
to compute a lower bound on the amount of randomness generated, we need to optimize over all parameter
settings that could reproduce the observed data, and then choose the least random result. Unfortunately, the
target function is a quadratic function of the parameters and there are no known algorithmswhich are
guaranteed tofind a globalminimumof such functions. Thismakes the optimization highly non-trivial. The
most common approach is to use a semi-definite relaxation of the problem, i.e. optimize over a larger set such
that it can be parameterized by variables in which the target function is linear. Thefirstmethods based on this
ideawere proposed in [18, 19]. Later theywere replaced by amore efficientmethod from [20]. In this paper we
investigate the computational requirements of thesemethods on post-processing of experimental data for
randomness certification.We show that an interesting trade-off exists; themore computational power the user
has to analyze the experimental data, the lower the requirements are on the experimental setup serving as
hardware for randomness generation. Our results are both qualitative; a user withmore computational power
can certify the existence of randomness in a setup inwhich a user with less power cannot, and quantitative; given
the same setup, a user withmore computational power can certifymore randomness.We also showhow to
reduce the computational complexity of randomness certification.

Our paper has the following structure. First, we describe SDI randomnumber generation protocols. Then
we discuss themethods used for randomness certification.Next we consider a particular quantumprotocol,
present its experimental realization, and apply ourmethods to analyze the experimental data.We conclude by a
discussion of our results.

Semi-device independent randomnumber generation protocols

The structure of semi- or fully-device independent randomnumber generation protocols is the same. The
experiment is divided into rounds. Some rounds are chosen for security parameter estimationwhile the rest are
used for generation of randomness. Each round consists of preparation andmeasurement of a quantum state.

What the parties do in a fully-device independent protocol is very similar to a Bell experiment. In every
round they generate an input (in other words: choose ameasurement) and observe an outcome. Because the
parties want to getmore randomness than they put in, the inputs cannot be random in every round. Therefore,
for a vastmajority of them the choice ofmeasurement is the same, only for a small subset of rounds are they
chosen randomly. Inputs and outcomes from this subset are used to estimate a violation of a Bell inequality. The
outcomes from the rest of the rounds are collected and randomness is extracted from them. Exactly howmuch
randomness there is, on average, in these rounds is estimated only from the amount of Bell inequality violation,
withoutmaking any assumptions about how the hardware actually works.Hence the name ‘device-
independent’. The idea behind the class of protocols presented above is that if a sufficient number of the rounds
are used for parameter estimation, then, because this set was chosen randomly, the average value of the
parameter estimated for these rounds is close to the average for the remaining rounds (see [12] formore details).

In a semi-device independent protocol, in every round one party prepares a state and sends it to another
whichmeasures it. The inputs now are the choice of the preparation by the sender andmeasurement by the
receiver. The rest of the protocol works analogously to the fully-device-independent case. Some rounds are used
to estimate a parameter while other are used to generate randomness. The parameter now, instead of Bell
inequality, is the success probability in some communication game [21]. Again, the amount of randomness
obtainedwill be estimated from the value of this parameter, however, this time in the estimationwemake one
assumption about the hardware used: the system that leaves sender’s device has an upper limit on itsHilbert
space dimension. Because nothing else is assumed about the hardware, this scenario is called ‘semi-device-
independent’. Formore details on it, see [14].

In the standard protocols described above, randomness is generated only for one particular input of the
parties. This can be generalized to a case inwhich,more of them are used.More precisely, let denote a set of all
possible inputs the devices can have in a round and ¢ its arbitrary subset consisting ofK elements. In the rounds
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used for parameter estimation a random element of is chosen as an input. In the other rounds the inputs are
taken from ¢ . Note that herewe do notwant them to be chosen randomly for every round as this would
consumemore randomness than the procedure generates. Instead, we divide the total number of rounds into
many groups of random size. In every group, the first round is used for parameter estimation and all remaining
rounds in the group are used for randomness generation. An input is randomly taken from ¢ independently for
every group, and then used in all randomness generation rounds within the respective group. Protocols with

>K 1exist and they use the abovemethod of choosing inputs to reduce randomness spent, see e.g. [29, 30].
However, to our knowledge, in all of themK is fixed and they do not study the amount of randomness and the
complexity of its certification as a function of it.

Before wemove further, let usfix some notation.Our focus is the SDI approach inwhich one part of the
device (Alice) receives the inputZ fromwhich she prepares a quantum state rZ

aboutwhichwe only know the
Hilbert space dimension d (this is the SDI assumption). rZ

is then sent to the other part of the device (Bob)who
receives his inputY fromwhich he determines ameasurement to performon rZ

. The pair = ( )X Z Y,
constitutes what we previously have called the input of the device in a given round. The result of Bob’s
measurement is denoted byB and thewhole procedure yields a corresponding conditional probability
distribution = =( ∣ )P B b X x .We use the following quantity as security parameter which allows us to estimate
the randomness: = å = =( ∣ )T c P B b X xb x b x, , . Nowwe describe themethodswhichwe can use to certify
randomness.

Randomness certification

The randomness of the variableB is quantified by conditionalmin-entropy, defined as

= = - = =¥ ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )H B X x P B b X xlog max . 1
b

Our task is tofind a lower bound on this quantity as a function of the parameterT. To this endwe usemethods
from [20] based on semi-definite programming [22]which are currently the state-of-the-art for this kind of
problems.However, thesemethods are only able to optimize target functions which are linear in probabilities,
which is not the case for- {·}log max . Since- (·)log is a strictly decreasing function, finding itsminimum is
equivalent tofinding themaximumof the argument. Themax part can bemanaged by performing a separate
maximization for all b and then choosing the largest value. This would be sufficient if the same settingwas
chosen for each round that is used for randomness generation. However, in themore general casewe are
interested in, we have to use the averagemin-entropy7

å= - = =¥
Î ¢

( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )


H B X
K

P B b X x
1

log max . 2av

x b

Again, we can deal with (·)log easily: using its concavity we have
- å = =¥ Î ¢( ∣ ) ( ∣ )H B X log max P B b X xav

K x b
1 and thuswe can focus onmaximizing the argument.We

shouldperforma separatemaximization for every value of b, but this timewehave to choose a separate value of b
for every element of the sum.This impliesDKoptimizations,whereD is thenumber of possible values ofB.We see
that the amount of computationgrows exponentiallywithK soweneed a good reason for choosing >K 1. Now,
wewill present a simple and intuitive reason for taking >K 1, especially for protocols inwhich systemsofhigh
dimension are communicated. Laterwe show that our intuition is correct by considering a particular example.

Let’s assumeK= 1 and consider a devicewhich inBob’s part uses the optimalmeasurements for reaching the
maximal value ofT. The states forAlice are optimal for all z apart fromaparticular onedenoted z0. Alice’s state rz0

is
an eigenvector of one of Bob’smeasurements, call it y0. The values of these inputs are chosen in such away that

= ( )x z y,0 0 0 is the onlymember of ¢ i.e. only roundswith the input x0 are used for randomness generation.
Obviously, in this case there is no randomness aswecanwith certainty predict themeasurement outcome.This
comes at a price of lowering the value of the elements associated to x0 in the sum inT.However, all the other
elements still have the optimal quantumvalue and the overall change toT is not significant. The impact of this is
particularly strong for highdimensions since the possible values ofZ required for impossibility of achieving the
maximal quantumvalue ofTwith a classical protocol is greater than d [23]. Themore values ofZdifferent from z0,
the lessT is decreased by theprocedure described. It is easy to seewhy taking largerK shouldhelp. In order to obtain
no randomness formanydifferent values ofX,more elements of the sum inThave to be below theoptimal value.

For example, if the devices use the strategy described in the paragraph above, for the experiment that we
describe in this paper, the critical value ofT belowwhich no randomness can be generated is = -TK

K16

16

3

4
+

7
Weuse this formula because, if it is latermultiplied by the number of rounds, it represents log of the probability to guess thewhole set of

outcomesBwith the knowledge of the settings for each round available. This is the quantity inwhichwe are usually interestedwhen
generating randomness.
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K

16

5

8
. This value is obtained by noticing, that there are 16 possible inputs for Alice and if she sends the optimal

state the success probability is 3

4
, while if she sends the eigenvector of one of Bob’smeasurements it is only 5

8
. For

K= 1 »T 0.7421 andwe see that the lower bound for largerKʼs infigure 1 allows to certify the randomness for
this value ofT. The same behavior is seen forK= 2 and corresponding »T 0.7342 . This clearly shows the
advantage of using largerKʼs. Let us nowpresent this inmore detail.

The security parameter

Thefirst SDI randomnumber generation protocol [14]was based on a communication game inwhichAlice’s
input is two bits = ( )z a a,0 1 andBob’s input is a single bit y. Alicemay communicate a two-level quantum

system to Bobwho aims to access the bit ay i.e. the security parameter is = åT a a y
1

8 , ,0 1
= =( ∣ ( )P B a Z a a,y 0 1 ,

= )Y y . This task is known as a quantum random access code [24].
The quantum randomaccess code can be generalized to amulti-dimensional scenario: Alice’s input

numbers a0 and a1 can attain values from0 to -d 1, and she communicates a d-level quantum system to Bob
who aims tofind =B ay [25]. In this work, we consider the particular instance of themulti-dimensional

Figure 1.A lower bound onmin-entropy is given for different values ofK. Note that formaximal quantumvalue ofT the same
amount ofmin-entropy is obtained. This amount is 0.4which ismuch larger than 0.23 observed for a protocol based d = 2 quantum
random access code in [15]. This is one of the advantages of using quantum systemswith a largerHilbert space for communication
[25].

Figure 2.Experimental setup for the estimation of the security parameterT. Alice’s quantum states are prepared through a
combination of three suitably oriented half-wave plates,HWP (q1), HWP (q2) andHWP (q3), a polarization beam splitter (PBS) and
two phase shifters PS(f). TwomirrorsM are used to realize Bob’s choice ofmeasurement basis. DetectorsDZi are associated to the ith
outcome ofmeasurementZ and similarly forDXi.
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quantum randomaccess codewith d= 4, the efficiency (T) ofwhichwill serve as our security parameter;

å= = = =( ∣ ( ) ) ( )T P B a Z a a Y y
1

32
, , . 3

a a y
y

, ,
0 1

0 1

Main results

Wehave applied themethods of [20] to evaluate the amount of randomness generated by the family of protocols
based on the d= 4 quantum randomaccess code for different values ofK.We have used a standard desktop
computer onwhich a single optimization takes about 5minutes. For arbitraryK, using standardmethods, we
would need 4K optimizations for certificationwhich quickly becomes impractical. For instance,K= 4would
amount to roughly 21 hours of computing for a single point on the highest line infigure 1, if it was not the case
thatwe came upwith amethod to reduce the computational complexity of the optimization. To achieve a
reduction of computational complexity, we have exploited the properties ofmin-entropy and randomaccess
codes. The former depends only on the largest value of probability distributionwhile the latter effectively only
distinguishes between =B ay and ¹B ay. Therefore, we have introduced a newbinary variable
¢ = =( )B if B ay which takes the value 0 onlywhen =B ay, and 1 otherwise. Because ¢B is obtained fromB by

classical post-processing, the randomness of ¢B is atmost equal to that ofB.Whether we do observe losses in
entropywhilemoving fromB to ¢B depends on the value ofT. In the regime of largeTʼs, which is the onewe are
interested in, this will not happen. This is because themost probable value ofB is going to be the one forwhich
the guess is successful (i.e. =B ay and ¢ =B 0) andmin-entropy depends only on the highest probability in the
distribution. If, for at least one of Alice’s inputs, themost probable outcome of Bobwould be different then the
success probability would be lower than = + »T 0.72crit

15

16

3

4

1

16

1

4
. For larger values ofTwe are sure that our

method does not lead to the decrease of entropy. Our numerics suggest that the same happens for lower values.
Themain advantage of using ¢B instead ofB is that the former takes only two values and the number of

optimizations needed to lower-bound the entropy is therefore 2K . Observe that this number of optimizations
would remain unchanged even if wewere to consider a quantum random access code ofmuch higher dimension
than d= 4.

Infigure 1we have plotted the optimization results for different values ofK as a function of the security
parameterT.We observe that for largerK, not onlymore randomness is certified but also the critical value ofT,
belowwhich randomness is no longer certified, is lower.

To see howour analysis is relevant to the real experimental scenario we have performed an experimental
realization of the quantum random access codewith d= 4whichwe describe below.

The experiment

Wehave implemented the security parameter estimation for a class of randomness generation protocols based
on the d= 4 quantum randomaccess code studied in [25]. The physical systems are defined by path and
polarization of single photons. The information is encoded in four basis states:
ñ º ñ ñ º ñ ñ º ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣H A V A H B1 , , 2 , , 3 , and ñ º ñ∣ ∣V B0 , , where (H) and (V) are horizontal and vertical

polarization photonicmodes respectively, and (A andB) are two spatialmodes of single photons. Any ququart
state can bewritten as ñ + ñ + ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣a H A b V A c H B d V B, , , , .We have used a heralded, single photon
source. The photonswere generated through a spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) process
where the idler photon is used as trigger. The emitted signal photonmodes are coupled into a singlemode fiber
(SMF) and passed through both a narrowband interference filter (F) and a polarizer oriented to horizontal
polarization direction. Alice can produce any of the 16 states required by the protocol y ñ∣ a a0 1

with
Î { }a a, 0, 1, 2, 30 1 by suitably oriented half-wave platesHWP (q1), HWP (q2) andHWP (q3), polarization beam

splitter (PBS), and the correct setting of phase shifters PS(f).
Bob chooses between twomeasurement settings. The choice tomeasure in a particular basis is implemented

bymoving themirrors (M) in and outwith help of picomotor translation stages. For the computational basis
(Z), the two removablemirrors are not present and the signal fromdetectorsDZi correspond tomeasurement
outcome i. For themeasurements in the Fourier basis (X) themirrors are in place and the two spatialmodes
interfere at BS. In this case themeasurement outcome i corresponds to the signal fromdetectorDXi.

Our single-photon detectors, both for trigger andmeasurements, were silicon avalanche photodiodes with
effective detection efficiency h = 0.55d . All coincidence counts between the signal and idler photonswere
registered using amulti-channel coincidence logic with a timewindowof 1.7 ns. Themeasurement time used for
each experimental settingwas 10 s and the number of detected photonswas approximately 2500 per second.
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The results we observed are in very good agreementwith the predictions of quantummechanics.We have
observedT= 0.7347, while themaximum that can be obtainedwith quantum resources isT= 0.75.

The results

Wehave usedT= 0.7347 for the estimation of randomness. The results for protocols with differentK are given
in table 1. ¢ =( )P B 0av is the average probability that ¢ =B 0 if the input is from ¢ , i.e. ¢ =( )P B 0av =
å = =Î ¢ ( ∣( ) ) P B a a a y x, ,

K x y
1

0 1 . ¥H av is equal to- ¢ =( )P Blog 0av . First we notice that for the standard

protocol, withK= 1 no randomness is generated despite the highfidelity of the experiment. However, the
amount of randomness increases quickly withK. This comes at the price of an increased number of
optimizations. Nevertheless, it is a reasonable one–time cost whenwe use the device for the first time because it is
likely that later the same (or very similar) value ofT is going to be observed.

Discussion

Wehave presented a generalization of semi-device independent randomnumber generation protocols to the
case inwhich the randomness is extracted frommore than one choice of inputs.We have shown that this
approach can be used to certifymore randomness without altering the experimental setup. This comes at a price
ofmuch higher requirements on classical computational power. Furthermore, we have shown how to
significantly reduce the computational complexity of certification.We provided an intuitive explanation of
origin of the advantages of our approach aswell as demonstrated it in practice by performing an experiment and
computing the randomness it generated. Nevertheless, we emphasize that there is no proof that another
randomness certification algorithm that performs even better than ours does not exist. However, our results
constitute a significant advance and indicate the directionwhich the research on quantum randomnumber
generation is likely to follow.
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